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The aim of this note is to prove

Theorem. Let i„ generate irn(Sn) and » = 4s4-l, 5 being a positive

integer. Then [in, i»] is not divisible by two.

Let i, j, and k be homomorphisms in the exact sequences of the

fiber bundles 0(n)-»0(» + l)->S», w^l

(A) • • • wm(0(n)) U *m(0(n + 1)) U T.(5») -» w_i(0(n))

and d=j o k be the composite

k j
Tn+i(S»+1) -> Tm(0(n + 1)) U Trm(Sn).

We state an easy lemma without proof.

Lemma 1. Let (E, F)—*(B, *) be a fibration and d be the boundary

homomorphism in its exact homotopy sequence. Then d(ao Efi) = d(a) o fi

where a£ir,(B), EfiEirq(Sr) and E is the suspension homomorphism.

Lemma 2. For odd n, [i„, i„] is divisible by two if and only if it is in

the image of d.

Proof. It is known [3, p. 120] that d(in+i) = 2in if n is odd. Since

£: 7r2n_i(.S")—>7r2„(.Sn+1) is onto and its kernel is generated by [t„, i„]

and also £: ir2„-2(.S"-1)—>ir2„_i(5") is onto, we have, for any element

Ea in 7r2n(5"+1)

d(Ea) —jo k(Ea) = j o k(Ln+i o Ea)

= 2tno a        by Lemma 1

= 2a.

If [<-n, in]=2a, for some a in x2„_i(5"), then Ea^O and d(Ea)=2a.

That proves the lemma.

If w = 4s + l, 5" admits only a 1-field. Consequently [2], (i) there

exists bEiTn-iiOin — 1)) such that i(b)=k(i„) arid j(b)=n where 77 is

the stable element in ir„_i(5"-2) (we denote all suspensions of n by

the same symbol), and (ii) [i„, (.„] =£0 where 0Gtt2„_2(.S"-1) is not a

suspension.
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j o (i)~l o k(E8) = in o 8       by Lemma 1.

Consider the generalized Hopf invariant

H: 7r2n_2(5"-2) -* ir2„_2(52"-6),

H(n o 8) = E(v #77)0 H(8),    see [4, p. 18]

= t) OT/ o B(8), see [l]

=  77 OT7 OT7    5^0

because 6 is not a suspension, H(8)^0 and hence -rT(0) =r/. Therefore

i/ofl^O and k(Ed)y^0 and the exactness of (A) implies that Ed

= [tn, tn] is not in the image of d—j o k. This proves the Theorem.
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